Can’t Help Falling in Love – Elvis Presley
(Key of D, 90 BPM. Note: CD is 67 BPM) – Revised (sax solo-2x) 7/28/08
Jazz Standard: A-A-B-A; A-A(sax)-B-A

I [(D A) (D D/A)]-to cue

V1 “Wise men say...”
(D F#m) (Bm Bm/A) (G D/F#) (A/E A)
(G A) (Bm G) (D/A A) (D)
(....Fallin in) (love with) (you)

V2 (same) “Shall I stay...” (background same)

Bridge “Like a river flows...”
(F#m C#7)-3X (F#m B7) (Em A7)
(Oohh oohh ooh) (oohh) (oohh oohh)

V3 “Take my hand...” (Take my hand)
(D F#m) (Bm Bm/A) (G D/F#) (A/E A)
(G A) (Bm G) (D/A A) (D)
(Oohh oohh)(oohh Fallin in)(love with) (you)

Solo-Sax (over verse)-2X

Bridge (same) (background same)

V3/End (same), w/ 2X tag; (background same)
(D F#m) (Bm Bm/A) (G D/F#) (A/E A)
(G A) (Bm G) (D/A A) (D)
“I can’t help falling in love with you”
(G A) (Bm, Bm, G-G-G) (D/A) (A) (D)
“I can’t hel-p fall-ing in love with you”
(G Gm-Gm) (D)
big vocal finish